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MAY 2022 NEWS FROM SEI
This edition focusses upon the Scottish Episcopal
Institute’s partnership with the United Reformed
Church, and in particular the latter’s training institute,
The Scottish College (Congregational and United
Reformed).
First we hear reflections from the Revd Dr John McNeil
Scott, Principal of The Scottish College, (right), on the
partnership. Then two URC candidates who have been
studying at SEI for the past three years - Louise
Sanders and Roberta Ritson, both from the Northern
Synod of the URC - share something of what it has
meant to them to be part of the SEI community. These
contributions are followed by those from two other
URC friends, Linda Harrison and Stewart Cutler.
A Partnership of Hospitality, Sharing and Trust:
Ministry in the 2020s is far from simple. Those who
serve the church and seek to lead the community of
faith are challenged to integrate and apply living
tradition to fresh circumstance. The practicalities and modalities of ministry are changing all the time. The
ways in which community may be modelled and lived out have been transformed in the last few years,
not least through our use of technology. What it means to belong together, to learn together, to worship
and celebrate sacraments together all become material for fresh reflection.
We do not know how the ministries of those beginning their journeys into parishes, congregations and
pastorates will unfold. Nor how the lives of the local churches they will serve shall evolve. Faith, resilience
and imagination have never been more important for Christian ministry than they are in these times. I
think we can say such things without falling into the conceit of imagining that the cultural thresholds we
are crossing are without any precedent at all. It is the nature of Christianity to journey and to find
incarnation in new cultures, societies and times as it goes.
There is a corresponding and unavoidable complexity, therefore, to the enterprise of ministerial
formation. The things our students (and their teachers) have needed to learn! The new dimensions of
pastoral, theological and technological skill that have had to be speedily acquired and developed!
Yet there is also a simplicity in ecumenical formation for ministry. (Perhaps it is the same simplicity that
we find in church life when it is working at its graceful best.) That simplicity characterises the partnership
between the Scottish Episcopal Institute and the Scottish College
(serving the United Reformed Church). Simple partnership expressed
in a trinity of virtue, in qualities of hospitality, sharing and trust.
Much has changed over the many decades of our connection but the
welcome that URC students have enjoyed among their SEC fellows is
constant. As a smaller formational community, our College relies on
the academic resources of others to help us train people for ministry
and the SEI has been, and is, our closest partner and ‘kindest friend’.
SEI students and staff extend a hospitable welcome. Resources of
wisdom and grace are shared.
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For our part, we trust the Institute to value the welfare of URC ordinands, their integrity and the wellbeing
of the churches they will serve, just as highly as those of the SEC. And we are not disappointed!
Asking questions of faith and church life that might not have come naturally to mind is an important part
of training and ministry. By learning together I believe URC and SEC students – just because our church
cultures are so different – benefit from being challenged by ways of considering church life and worship
that do not arise in our churches individually. This type of ‘intercultural reflection’ is irreplaceable.
We are grateful to you for the huge part you have played in the journeys of our students in recent years.
As cohort numbers ebb and flow the numbers of URC ordinands in training with SEI may rise and fall
(though we prefer it when they rise!) We at the Scottish College are grateful to God for you, and for our
uncomplicated partnership and our simple friendship.
John McNeil Scott
Wow! Where have the last three years gone? writes
Louise Sanders. It seems little more than a few months
ago I was being introduced to Anne and Linda at the
offices in Edinburgh and now here I am, three years later
ready to say my farewells! Flying the nest seems an
appropriate phrase as that is exactly how it feels!
It has been a rollercoaster in so many ways: steep learning
curves involving writing essays (not my favourite
pastime!), the lows of going into ‘lockdown’ and being
unable to meet together in person, and other times of
plateauing when things just jogged along smoothly. I have
loved the way my learning has flowed from one module
into another and given me an overview of the many
different facets required to be a minister. I really didn’t
expect to enjoy studying quite so much as I have, although
I am relieved the last essays are almost written!
I have learnt so much during my time with SEI, and not just about theology and doctrine but also about
myself and how I relate to other people. With the support of Anne, Mike and Richard, I have grown in
self-confidence and belief in myself and my own self-worth. SEI has been a safe place to explore not only
what I believe about my faith, but also to listen to others and learn to respect what they believe too.
Throughout the three years the staff and students have gone above and beyond to make myself and
Roberta feel welcome, and never have I felt excluded from anything. Being able to share different styles
of worship has been enjoyable and given me a rich experience to draw on in my future ministry.
Respecting one another’s traditions has been very much at the heart of all our worship time together,
and I feel blessed to have been able to lead and participate on so many occasions.
Being in the wonderful surroundings of Kinnoull has also been an experience I shall treasure forever,
whether it’s the peace and serenity of the Oratory, queueing on the stairs for lunch, or the chaos of the
Gerard Room in the evenings during free time; all of these experiences have helped to form me and given
me the confidence to be the person God is calling me to be. Since my ministerial journey began, I have
struggled to be confident in my calling, but under the loving guidance of all in the SEI, I finally feel ready
to spread my wings and fly, trusting in the firm foundations they have helped me to build.
This partnership has worked really well for me and I pray it will be a blessing for anyone who comes after
me. I have laughed, cried and laughed some more with SEI, and made friendships I know will last forever.
Thank you for allowing me to learn to fly with you!
Louise Sanders
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In April 2019 I was delighted to learn that my study programme
would be delivered from Scotland, writes Roberta Ritson. I had
visited Iona several years before and was struck by the inclusive
welcome and creativity I found. I was curious to work alongside
Episcopal Church candidates.
Prior to SEI I had never been to Perth. At the station Louise and
I spotted Dr Hull in deep conversation with a distinguished
looking man. My fears of not fitting in melted away when I
found out that our lecturer’s companion was a childhood friend
of my former Music teacher. I loved listening to his fiddle
playing, and on Burns Night 2020 we all got to dance. In
autumn 2020 I met a new student whose cousin runs the Wood
Oven, my local village pizza restaurant. What a small world.
During those early months it was always heartening to see
Chaplain Graham at Saturday tea time. His warm smile radiated
deep acceptance as well as a touch of lightness. The demands of study, practical collaboration and other
life challenges were intense at times.
I started out by juggling studies with part-time teaching. Offering freelance tuition took me out of my
comfort zone, yet I had also come to love working with people of all ages and walks of life. Looking back,
the concert my students gave early in September 2019 is a significant landmark, celebrating five years’
satisfying graft. The combination of pandemic and bereavement brought endings, and I was soon
concentrating solely on ministry preparation. In 2021 Bishop Andrew of Brechin said that nothing is ever
wasted with God, an assurance which brings continuing comfort.
Unintended learning outcomes are illuminating. Years ago, as an A level student, I had worked diligently
in the beautiful, secluded farmhouse where my father and I lived alone. Essay writing during the first
Covid lockdown felt strangely familiar. Once I was able to name the combination of study, birdsong,
helplessness and loss, I had renewed peace of mind, along with new self-knowledge.
No-one could have anticipated the challenges of creating online worship or the possibilities for harnessing
technology with spirituality. Conversing - even praying - with others in faraway places was unexpected.
Scottish College introduced me to the Glasgow Interfaith Network. Unlikely people were brought together
online, offering one another solidarity and support during dark days.
I quickly appreciated the SEI prayer disciplines. Each morning Northern Synod zoom meetings offer
liturgies in contemporary language. Such rhythm is a blessing, as is regular spiritual direction.
This year’s small group finally met face to face at Kinnoull. I took time alone in the quiet of the monastery,
feeling trepidation around the ‘new normal’. It was good to glimpse the stories of those who spend a life
time there. There were moments of sheer grace. One person shared delicious fresh fruit with
spontaneous generosity. Another broke the ice, asking a vital question about Kinnoull’s toilet roll
dispensers.
Sometimes I have wondered whether cognitive intelligence is prized above the emotional kind. If I can
leave anything behind it would be the hope that people do not take themselves too seriously or try too
hard. The best things are immeasurable and often surprising.
Roberta Ritson
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The core staff team at SEI is blessed by being ecumenical at
heart, with only two of its members being Episcopalians.
Mrs Linda Harrison, shown right in the foyer of Augustine
United Church, Edinburgh, is SEI’s Administrator, Librarian
and Protection of Vulnerable Groups Co-ordinator.
Linda oversees SEI’s daily administration, onsite and online
environments, and liaises with students, tutors and staff.
She is the first point of contact with SEI for all enquirers,
offering a warm welcome to all who visit the office, email or
‘phone. She is also the Administrator to the Provincial
Director of Ordinands, the Revd Canon Ian Barcroft. Here her
involvement at local and national church level is described;
as you’ll see, it is many and various.
Linda worships at Augustine United Church, an active,
inclusive Christian community based in the heart of
Edinburgh. It shares in a Local Ecumenical Covenant called
TLC (The Local Church) with St Columba’s by the Castle (SEC) and Greyfriars Kirk (Church of Scotland), and
works in partnership with the Metropolitan Community Church. Its minister is the Revd Fiona Bennett,
soon to begin her year-long duties as Moderator of the URC General Assembly. AUC’s logo – as you can
see from the mural behind Linda - is a dandelion, symbol of hope, spreading that through its small,
determined seeds.
Within that congregation, Linda serves as the Church Secretary and sits on the Church Council, as well as
being on the Stewarding rota and Worship and Education Church Life Ministry Team. Within the wider
National Synod of Scotland, Linda has Line Managed the Youth Ministry Development Officer, now Line
Manages the Synod of Scotland Clerk, and is a member of the Transition Champion Strategy Group.
Within the Scottish ecumenical scene, Linda sits on the EMU (Episcopal, Methodist, URC) Steering Group,
set up in January 2010. At that time the partnership signed up to being Church and serving God together;
increasing the confidence of our members to speak of God and faith in ways that make sense to others;
co-operating in teaching and learning about Jesus Christ, and our mission together; co-operating on
Church and Society issues, supporting community development and taking action together for justice,
especially among the most deprived and poor in Scotland; sharing in the provision and deployment of
both lay and ordained ministries of all the people of God; sharing our resources across Scotland to fulfil
our shared Christian mission to spread the Gospel. The Steering Group considers ways in which this
partnership can grow together and into change for the future.
Reflecting on all this involvement Linda says: ‘Looking back over the years, I feel I have been led along a
path it would have been impossible to predict, but which has led me to a place of fulfilment and
enrichment, in which I hope I can make a difference to those whose paths I cross in all the ways we weave
our individual paths together. My career in education in Leeds and Colchester took a turn into online
learning, whilst return to church in the URC in England after my daughters were born led to involvement
within the life of the Eastern Synod, being called by election to serve as Eastern Synod Clerk for six years.
In turn, the sense of return to my roots in Scotland kept resurfacing, happening across the opportunity to
bring my experience in education, and particularly in online learning, together with faith and experience
gained through my journey in the URC. That collision of experiences, skill and understanding grows ever
deeper in the privilege of learning and growing in local church life, with ecumenical partners and within
the continuous enfolding welcome of the SEC.’
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The Revd Stewart Cutler is the minister of St Ninian’s
Stonehouse, South Lanarkshire. St Ninian’s is a Local
Ecumenical Parish (LEP) formed when St Ninian’s Parish
Church and Stonehouse United Reformed Church joined
together. Here he reflects on his experience of
engagement with the SEC over many years.
Being invited to serve on the SEI Council is for me in
some ways the completion of a circle that is almost 30
years in the making, writes the Revd Stewart Cutler. I
worked for the Church of Scotland’s Board of Parish
Education at St Colm’s where Scottish Churches Open
College and TISEC also lived. One of the best parts of my
job then was to work with those colleagues to facilitate
learning for people in churches across Scotland.
Fast forward to eight years ago and I found myself wandering through the doors of St Mary’s at Kinnoull
as an Ordinand, training for ministry with the United Reformed Church. I had been sent to complete the
academic portion of my studies with SEI. Despite working with colleagues from the Scottish Episcopal
Church across the years, my experience of the denomination didn’t stretch much beyond the people I
knew, so it was a real joy to be able to learn so much more about every aspect of the why, what and how
of Episcopalianism alongside groups of wonderful people training for Readership and Priesthood.
Perhaps the thing I treasure most from that time is the real commitment of the staff to working in an
ecumenical way. For those three years I was the only student from the URC studying with SEI. I’m sure it
would have been much easier to shoehorn in some nods to my difference, but instead there was a real
openness to hearing from my tradition, finding some deep learning for all of us in the conversation
between our shared understandings and our points of difference. That said, I still consider leading
Morning Prayer from the Blue Book as one of my greatest triumphs.
Being invited to serve as the URC representative on the SEI Council has been a very similar experience.
There is no sense of being a token outsider. Rather I sit alongside those who have in such a significant
way formed me and my ministry, both as teachers and fellow learners, and offer whatever insights I can
from my own experience of working across the churches in Scotland for those 30 years and now serving
as minister in a Local Ecumenical Partnership.
Stewart Cutler
The Scottish College (Congregational and United Reformed) is based
in Atlantic Chambers, 45 Hope Street, Glasgow (right). It delivers
formation programmes for the Ministry of Word and Sacraments of
the URC, as well as promoting and supporting learning for the whole
church. Its courses are open to ordinands and members of other
denominations. Students come from Scotland and from further afield.
The College’s curricular emphases are narrative, practical and
contextual, and it has a special interest in constructive and
intercultural theology. Through a reciprocal agreement with the URC’s
National Synod of Scotland, the College provides a programme to
support learning across the whole Christian community for ministry in
the church and the world.
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Other news
April’s meeting of the Institute Council: Things in the pipeline: some going in, some transiting and some
coming out – the April Institute Council noted, shaped, and agreed matters that continue to forge the
mission and ministry of the SEC’s future leaders and of our life as a church in Scotland. Of course, whether
things are at the beginning, end or in the middle of their journey often depends on your perspective;
some things take much work to get to the start of the pipe. Such was the exciting news of a proposal going
in for a Seedcorn Grant from Common Awards to support a year-long piece of research, ‘Greening the
curriculum; steps towards formational integration.’ This builds on SEI’s commitment to the theology of
creation and the Anglican Fifth Mark of Mission.
The actions from the Review of the Mixed Mode Programme are well along the pipeline and we took
important decisions to fund pastoral supervision through sharing costs between Dioceses and the
Province for Mixed Mode Ordinands, both fulltime and self-supporting. In relation to the latter group, we
agreed that such students would be known as ‘Mixed Mode’ replacing the ‘Extended Placement’
terminology. Money matters continued with discussion on the split of costs for fulltime Mixed Mode
Ordinands, and it was decided that from September 2022 all grant costs will be met by the Province. We
debated housing costs and concurred that good potential placements should not be stopped by lack of
resources for housing. However, in the first instance Charges and Dioceses should seek to provide suitable
accommodation and Diocesan strategic planning for training should seek to flag up any difficulties as early
as possible.
A costed proposal for a part-time Co-ordinator for IME 4-6 was agreed, and that moves to Standing
Committee for endorsement. Past months have seen an increase in accessibility to training for laity. These
are not always discrete programmes but ones that can also be used as Continuing Ministerial
Development for clergy and Lay Readers. In addition, the materials developed by the Revd Dr Mike Hull
can be used for team development in local charges – such flexibility makes excellent use of resources.
There is much to showcase here, and it was agreed lay learning will be the focus of SEI’s presentation at
General Synod in June. Finally, it was noted that the SEI website should be ready by the summer which
will support dissemination of information on the range of courses/modules available – all helpful for
building discipleship together.
Elaine Garman
Our thanks go to Elaine, Rector of
St John’s Forfar and St Margaret’s,
Lunanhead, Diocese of St Andrews,
Dunkeld and Dunblane, for offering
such a helpful summary of Institute
Council business, as she does after
every meeting. The photograph
shows her after her recent
installation
in
St
Ninian’s
Cathedral, Perth, as a Canon in the
Diocese of St Andrews, Dunkeld
and Dunblane. SEI’s warmest
congratulations go to Elaine, and
also to her fellow new Canon,
Christoph Wutscher, Rector of Holy
Trinity Stirling and Associate Tutor
with SEI.
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Opportunities for further study: As part of its remit to support life-long learning across the Province, SEI
offers two MA programmes of study — an MA in Theology, Mission and Ministry, and an MA in
Contemporary Christian Leadership — in partnership with the Common Awards scheme.
The MA in Theology, Ministry and Mission provides continuing professional development at an advanced
level of attainment for laity and clergy who desire to study at postgraduate level. The aim of the
programme is to deliver learning and teaching that enable students to pursue academically rigorous and
research-facing engagement with a range of disciplines within theology, ministry and mission. The MA in
Theology, Ministry and Mission provides pathways of study that contribute to meet diverse professional
and vocational criteria and a firm basis from which to pursue postgraduate research in theology, ministry
and mission. It is open to the questions and insights generated by engagement with research and thinking
at the forefront of specialised areas of study and professional practice in theology, ministry and mission;
it assumes a willingness to be transformed by them. In this programme, one hones the critical skills and
disposition needed to go forth in the church and the world with the light of Christian theology as a
passionate, articulate and prayerful disciple.
The MA in Contemporary Christian Leadership provides an opportunity for personal and professional
development to satisfy the aspirations of those who undertake studies to enhance, broaden and deepen
their discipleship in terms of leadership. This programme enables reflective practice on Christian
leadership; it provides a firm basis from which to pursue postgraduate research in theological and
ministerial studies. The MA in Contemporary Christian Leadership aims to develop dispositions that are
congruent with and necessary for leadership and mission. The programme explores questions and insights
about leadership in today’s church by engagement with research and thinking at the forefront of
specialised areas of study and professional practice in Christian leadership. It seeks to inculcate a
generous, open and empathetic disposition to engage and cooperate with others in and beyond the
church.
Both MAs require 180 credits of study and are part-time programmes (over three or four years). Both are
delivered entirely online. Candidates will normally have studied theology to degree level. There is a fee
of £200 per credit (or £3600 in total) for either MA.
For more information on the MA in Theology, Ministry and Mission, please contact Revd Dr Michael Hull
(dos@scotland.anglican.org); for more information on the MA in Contemporary Christian Leadership,
please contact Revd Dr Richard Tiplady (dmm@scotland.anglican.org). To register, contact Mrs Linda
Harrison (institute@scotland.anglican.org).
New modules beginning in September:
• Health, Healing and Mission with Revd Dr Gillian Straine, Director
of GoHealth (pictured left)
• Christian Faith and the Environment with Revd Dr Richard
Tiplady, SEI’s Director of Mixed Mode Training
• Preaching in a Ministerial Context with Revd Dr Alasdair Coles,
Rector of All Saints’ Church, St Andrews
• Further Engagement with Ministry and Worship in Context with
Revd Dr Anne Tomlinson, SEI’s Principal
• Research and Reflection: Resources and Methods Revd Dr
Michael Hull, SEI’s Director of Studies
Michael Hull
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An Orcadian Pilgrimage:
Those who know me will be
aware that I have something
of a passing interest in the
concept
of
Mountain
Pilgrimage, writes Richard
Tiplady. On occasion, I also
have had the opportunity to
participate in a more lowlevel pilgrimage. In March, at
the kind invitation of +Anne,
I spent a few days on
Orkney, meeting with some
of the members of SEC
churches.
While there, I walked a stage of the St Magnus Way, a 58-mile pilgrimage route through mainland Orkney,
in the company of Stuart and Pirjo Little (Stuart is chair of trustees of the route) and the Revd Dr Jenny
Holden, curate at St John The Evangelist, Aberdeen (shown above, left to right, doing a stage of the St
Magnus Way).

An outline of the route

Pilgrimage seems to be a practice in search of a theology, with as many reasons for doing it as there are
participants. For some, it is a solo endeavour, offering time for solitude and reflection. Group pilgrimages
offer the opportunity of fellowship and a shared experience. I was impressed by the thought that had
gone into the St Magnus Way, with a theme and suggested questions for each stage (focussing in turn on
peace, loss, growth, change, forgiveness, and hospitality). Although not named specifically as such, the
Christian subtext of these themes is evident.
While I was on Orkney, a Pilgrim’s Table (see photo on the next page) was set up within St Magnus
Cathedral in Kirkwall, allowing those who have completed the St Magnus Way to pick up a completion
certificate and sign the Pilgrim’s Logbook. Prayer information based around each of the themes is
provided for people to take to a quiet corner of the cathedral for personal reflection.
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What is without doubt is that pilgrimage is a growth industry, whether informed by Christian concepts or
not. The foot traffic on the West Highland Way is testimony to that. Could our churches on the WHW and
other long-distance Scottish routes (whether officially a ‘pilgrimage’ route or not) think about adopting
and adapting the hostel ministries of the Camino de Santiago in some way, whether by offering food and
refreshments, places for reflection and prayer, or even opening up their buildings as champing locations?
I was intrigued to learn that the SEC and the Church of Scotland are working together on the idea of a
‘pilgrimage pastorate’ for the Fife Pilgrim Way. Maybe other pilgrimage routes in Scotland could do the
same (the St Magnus Way folks are thinking of ideas like offering a session of spiritual direction to anyone
who wants it at the start and end of that route)? I have a friend who is trying to develop a network of
chaplains to the outdoor adventure community (an area that might just be of interest to me!).
It won’t surprise anyone to learn that I’m interested in the idea of pilgrimage as a form of pioneer ministry,
for the following reasons. It connects with those who are currently well beyond having any meaningful
contact with the Church (and who have no desire or intention of doing so). It aims to meet people where
they are (on the road) rather than asking them to come to us. It provides opportunities to listen, to serve,
and to build community, and only then to explore questions of life, meaning, the universe, and that ‘Jesus
feller’. The ‘pioneer spectrum’ suggests that some pioneers ‘venture into the edges of postmodern
culture, exploring spirituality among fellow seekers and nomads.’ It is unlikely to result in many people
connecting with our existing forms of church (maybe a group pilgrimage is a time-limited fresh expression
of church with a built-in expiry date?). It is an area that is ripe for experimentation, for trial-and-error, for
‘doing stuff and seeing what happens.’ And it is open to Christians of all stripes and flavours to give it a
go, whether they have official permission or not.
All of these things are very much in the ethos of pioneer ministry. Pilgrimage as pioneering. Time to join
the queue?
Richard Tiplady
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Opportunities for silence: If you're interested in finding out
more about engaging with silence as part of your spiritual
practice and prayer life, then the Seeds of Silence project
might be for you. Seeds of Silence (SoS) was established by
Dr Alison Woolley in 2016 (right), following completion of
her PhD which explored the role, value and construct of
chosen practices of silence in the faith lives of
contemporary Christian women.
SoS exists to encourage and support Christians and others
in developing their understanding and engagement with
Christianity's ancient tradition of silence as a spiritual
discipline and practice of prayer.
SoS offers a variety of free, regular opportunities to learn
more about silence with others on zoom. These range from Silence Space, its weekly lunchtime and
fortnightly evening meditation groups, to a monthly Reading Group. Each month it also offers either a
discussion group, Silence Forum, or teaching and discussion group, Silence Clinic, on zoom. There's a
weekly Quoting Silence email, which offers an image-backed quote about silence for reflection, along with
a variety of links to resources about the author and associated information.
The Seeds of Silence website acts as a
signposting hub to events, retreats, courses
and organisations that can nurture your
engagement with silence, and also carries a
variety of resources for use in prayer and
worship. These include a years' worth of
quotes in the ongoing Quoting Silence
Collection; a collection of image-backed
poems emailed out weekly during the first
year of Covid; lists of books, films and blogs
about silence; and a collection of prayer-poems that are helpful in drawing people into prayer or
meditation. SoS also offers different day, half-day or evening Exploring Silence workshops and more
specialised day workshops about the place of silence in the ministries of Spiritual
Direction/Accompaniment, lay pastoral work and counselling or therapy in a Christian context.
For more information about all these opportunities, or to be in touch with Alison, please see the SoS
website. Alison's research into silence is published as Women Choosing Silence: Relationality and
Transformation in Spiritual Practice (Routledge, 2019). Alison has recently moved from Yorkshire to live
in The Borders and is available to offer Spiritual Direction or retreats.
SEI Training Fund: Our thanks this month go to the congregations of All Saints Church, Bearsden and St
Oswald’s Kings Park, both in the Diocese of Glasgow and Galloway, for their recent generous gifts, and to
the Revd Sally Gorton of that same diocese for her continuing support through the kind donation of
deputising fees.
June’s edition of the Newsletter will focus on ‘farewells and new beginnings’. ‘Farewells’ to the six
Leavers who will graduate from SEI in June, and also to this Newsletter. It is hoped that after the
summer break we can resume spreading SEI’s news but in a new format: namely via the website that is
being specially created for us. Thus instead of a monthly round-up of news, articles of interest will simply
be posted on the site as appropriate.

